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No. 33 of2014

TARIFF (AMENDMENT) (NO. 3) ACT, 2014

AN ACT TO AMEND THE TARIFF ACT
[Date of Assent - 19lh September, 2014]

Enacted by the Parliament of The Bahamas

1. Short title and commencement

(I) This Act, which amends the Tariff Act (Act No. 27 of 2013), may be cited 
as the Tariff (Amendment) (No.3 ) Act, 2014.

(2) This Act shall come into operation of the 1“ day of January, 2015.

2. Amends the First Schedule to the principal Act

The First Schedule to the principal Act is amended—

(a) by deleting the words "7%" appearing in the column “Rates of Duty” 
corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading “3925.9020”;
“3925.9030”; “4407.1000”; “4407.1010”; “4407.2100”; “4407.2200”;
“4407.2600”; “4407.2700”; “4407.2800”; “4407.2900”; “4407.9100”;
“4407.9200”; “4407.9300”; “4407.9400”; “4407.9900”; “4409.1090”;
“4409.2190”; “4409.2990”; “4418.5000”; “6811.8210”; and substituting 
the word “Free”;

(b) by deleting the words "10%" appearing in the column “Rates of Duty” 
corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading “2103.2010”; 
"7101.1000”; 7101.2100””; “7101.2200”; “7102.1000”; “7102.2100”; 
7102.2900 “7102.3100”; “7102.3900”; “7103.1000”; "7103.9100”;
"7103.9900”; "7106.1000”; “7106.9100”; "7106.9200”; “7108.1100”;
"7108.1200”; “7108.1300”; "7108.2000”; “7110.1100”; “71102100”;
“7110.3100”; "7116.4100”; “7116.1000”; “7116.2000”; "7118.1000”;
“7118.9000”; and substituting the word “Free”;
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(c) by deleting the words "10%" appearing in the column “Rates of Duty” 
corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading “0207,2400”; 
“0207.2500”; “0207.2610”; “0207.2620”; “0207.2630”; “0207.2640”; 
“0207.2690”; “0207.2710”; “0207.2720”; “0207.2730”; “0207.2740”; 
“0207.2790”; “0401.1010”; “0401.1090”; “0401.2010”; “0401.2020”; 
“0401.2090”; “0401.4000”; “0401.5000”; “0403.1000”; “0406.1000”; 
“0406.2000”; “0406.3000”; “0406,4000”; “0406.9000”; “0703,1010”; 
“0703.1020”; “0703.2000”; “0703.9000"; “0704.1010”; “0704.1020”; 
“0704.2000”; “0704.9010”;:0704.9090”; “0705.1100”; “0705.1910”; 
“0705.1990”; “0705.2100”; “0705.2900”; “0706.1010”; “0706.1020”;
“0706.9010”; “0706.9020”; “0706,9090”; “0707.0010”; “0707.0020”;
“0708.1000”; “0708.2010”; “0708.2020”; “0708.2030”; “0708.2090”;
“0708.9010”; “0708.9090”; “0709.2000’; “0709.3000’; “0709.4000”;
“0709.5100’; “0709.5900’; “0709.6010”; “0709.6020”; “0709.6090’; 
“0709.7000”; “0709.9100’; “0709.9200’; “0709.9310”; “0709.9320’; 
“0709.9390’; “0709.9920”; “0709.9930’; "0709.9940", “0709.9950’; 
“0709.9990”; “0713.1000”; “0713.2000”; “0713.3100”; “0713.3200”; 

“0713.3300”; “0713.3400”; “0713.3500”; “0713.3910”; “0713.3920”;
“0713.3990”; “0713.4000”; “0713.5000”; “0713.6000”; “0713.9000”;
“0714.1010”; “0714.2010”; “0714.3010”; “0714.4010”; “0714.5010”;
“0714.9010”; “0801.1200”; “0801.1900”; “0801.2110”; “0801,2210”;
“0801.3110”; “0801.3210”; “0802.1110”; “0802.1210”; “0801.2110”;
“0802.2210”; “0802.3110”; “0802.3210”; “0802.4110”; "08024210",
“0802.5110”; “0802.5210”; “0802.6110”; “0802.6210”; “0802.7010”;
“0802.8010”; “0802.9010”; “0803.1041”; “0803.9021”; “0804.1021”;
“0804.2021”; “0804.3021”; “0804.4021”; “0804.5020”; “0804.5041”;
“0804.5061”; “0805.1021”;“0805.2021”; “0805.2030”; “0805.2041”; 
“0805,2091”; “0805.4021”; “0805.5021”; “0805.5041”; “0805.9021”; 
“0806.2010”; “0810.9010”; “0810.9090”; 0811.1100”; “0811.2000”; 
“0811.9010”; “0811.9020”; “0811.9030”; “0811.9040”; “0811.9050”; 
“0811.9060”; “0811.9090”; “0812.1000”; “0812.9000”; “0813,1010”; 
“0810.2010”; “0813.3010”; “0813.4010”; “0813.5010”; “0814.0000"; 
“0904.1100”; “0904.1210”;“0904.1290”; “0904.2100”; “0904.2200”; 
“0905.1000”; “0905,2000”; “0906.1100”; “0906.1900”; “0906.2000”; 
“0907,1000”; “0907.2000”; “0908.1100”; “0908.1200”; “0908.2100”; 
“0908.2200”; “0908.3100”;“0908.3200”; “0909.2100”; “0909,2200”; 
“0909.3100”; “0909.3200”; “0909.6100”; “0909.6200”; “0910.1100”;
“0910.1200”; “0910.2000”; “0910.3000”; “0910.9100”; “0910.9910”;
“0910.9920”; “0910.9990”;“1702.9010”; “1901.1000”; “1902.1900”; 
“2007.1020”; “2007.1090”; “2007.9110;” “2007.9190”; “2007.9910”;
“2007.9920;” “2007.9930”; “2007.9940”; “2007.9950;” “2007.9960”;
“2007.9970”; “2007.9990;”“2008.1110”; “2008.1120”; “2008.9910”; 
“2009.1100”; “2009.1200”; “2009.1920”; “2009.1990”; “2009.2100”;
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•‘2009.2910”; “2009.2930”; “2009.2990”; “2009.3100”; “2009.3910”;
“2009.3920”; “2009.3990”; “2009.4100”; “2009.4910”; “2009.4930”;
“2009.4990”; “2009.6100”; “2009.6910”; “2009.6930”; “2009.6990”:
“2009.7100”; “2009.7910”; “2009.7930”; “2009.7990”; “2009.8100”;
“2009.8910”; “2009.8920”; “2009.8930”; “2009.8950”; “2009.8990”;
“2009.9010”; “2009.9030”; “2009.9090”; “2102.1000”; “2102.2000”;
“2102.3000”; “2103.9020”; “2103.9090”; “2202.9050”; “2523.2100”;
“2523.2900”; “3215.1100”; “3215.1900”; “3215.9000”; “3306.1020”;
“3306.1030”; "3306.1090"; "3306.2000", “3306.9010”; “3306.9090”;
“3401.1110”; “3401.1120”; “3401.1130”; “3401.1140”; “3401.1150”;
“3401.1190”; “3401.1910”; “3401.2010”; “3401.2020”; “34012030”;
“3401.2090”; “3401.3000”; “3909.5000”; “3923.2920”; “3923.4000”;
“3924.1020”; “3925.2020”; “4410.1100”; “4410.1200”; “4410.1900”;
“4410.9000”; “4412.1000”; “4412.3100”; “4412.3200”; “4412.3900”;
“4412.9400”; “4412,9910”; “4412.9990”; “4418.2000”; “4418.9020”;
“4801.0010”; "4801.0090”; “4802.5600”; “4802.6200”; “4810.9900”;
“4811.9010”; “4819.3010”; “4819.4010”; “4822.1000”; “4823.6910”;
“4902.1000”; “4902.9000”; “4906.0000”; “4907.0010”; “4907.0020”;
“6809.1100”; “6809.1900”; “6811.8220”; “7019.3910”; “7101.1000”; 
“7308.3000”; “7308.9030”; “7317,0010”; “7321.1210”; “7606.1110”;
“7606.1210”; “7610.1020”; “8406.1000”; “8407.1000”; “8407.2100”;
“8407.2900”; “8408.1000”; “8409.1000”; “8409.9110”; “8411,1100”;
“8411.1200”; “8411.2100”; “8411.2200”; “8411.8110”; “8411.8210”;
“8411.9100”; “8411.9910”; “8413.7010”; 8413.8110”; “8418.1010”;
“8418.2110”; “8418.2910”; “8418.2920”; “8418.2930”; “8418.3010”;
“8418.4010”; “8419.1910”; “8419.1920”; “8422.1110”; “8443.3100”;
“8443.9910”; “8450.1110”; “8450.1210”; “8450.1910”; “8451.2110”;
“8452.1000”; “8452.2100”; “8452.2900”; “8452.3000”; “8452.9010”;
“8452.9090”; “8469.0000”; “8470.2100”; “8470.2900”; “8470.3000”;
“8471.4190”; “8471.4990”; “8471.5000”; “8471.6000”; “8471.7000”;
“8471.8000”; “8471.9000”; “8473.1000”; “8473.2100”; “8473.3000”;
“8473.5000”; “8502.1100”; “8502.1200”; “8502.1300”; “8502.2000”;
“8502.3100”; “8502.3900”;”8511.1010”; “8511.2010”; “8511.3010”; 
“8511.4010”; “8511.5010”; “8511.8010”; “8511.9010”; and substituting 
the word “5%”;

(d) by deleting the words "25%" appearing in the column “Rates of 
Duty” corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading
“2202.9060”; “2202.9070”:
“5904.1000”; “5904.9000”;
“7321.1910”; “7321.1990”:
7321.8900”; “7321.9000”;
substituting the word “5%”;

; “3925.9040”; “5602.9010”;
“6807.9010”; “7321.1100”;

; “7321.8100” “7321.8200”;
“8418.1090"; “8418.2190”; and
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(e) by deleting the words “25%” appearing in the column “Rates of 
Duty” corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading
“3304.9910”; “4802."5400; “4802.5500”; “4802.5700”;
“4802.5800”; “4802.6100”; “4802.6900”; “4810.1300”;
“4810.1400”; “4810.1900”; 4810.2200”; “4810.2900”;
“4810.3100”; “4810.3200”; “4810.3900”; “6107.1100”;
“61071200”; “6107.1900”; “6108.1100”; “6108.1900”;
“6108.2100”; “6108.2200”; “6108.2900”; “6109.1000”;
“6109.9000”; “6111.2020”; “6111.2090”; “6111.3020”;
“6111.3090”; “6111.9020”; “6111.9090”; “6207.1100”;
“6207.1900”; “6207.9110”; “6207.9190”; “6207.9910”;
“6207.9990”; “6208.1100”; “6208.1900”; “6208.9110”;
“6208.9190”; “6208.9210”; “6208.9290”; “6208.9910”;
“6208.9990”; “6209.2020”; “6209.2090”; “6209.3020”;
“6209.3090”; “6209.9020”; “6212.1000”; “6212.2000”;
“6212.3000”; “6212.9000”; “6401.1000”; “6401.9200”;
“6401.9900”; “6402.1200”; “6402.1900”; “6402.2000”;
“6402.9100”; “6402.9900”; “6403.1200”; “6403. 1900”:
“6403.2000”; “6403.4000”; “6403.5100”; “6403.5910”;
“6403.5990”; “6404.1100”; “6404.1900”; “6404.2000”;
“6405.1000”; “6405.2000”; “6405.9000”; and substituting the word
"20%";

by deleting the words "35%" appearing in the column “Rates of 
Duty” corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading
“4015.9010”;
“6101.9000”;
“6102.9000”;
“6103.2900”;
“6103.4100”;
“6104.1300”;
“6104.2900”;
“6104.3900”;
“6104.4400”;
“6104.5300”;
“6104.6300”;
“6105.9000”;
“6107.2100”;
“6107.9900”;
“6108.9100”;
“6110.1290”;
“6110.9000”;

“4203.1000”;
“6102.1000”;
“6103.1000”;
“6103.3100”;
“6103.4200”;
“6104.1900”;
“6104.3100”;
“6104.4100”;
“6104.4900”;
“6104.5900”;
“6104.6900”;
“6106.1000”;
“6107.2200”;
“6108.3100”;
“6108.9200”;
“6110.1990”;
“6112.1100”;

“6101.2000”;
“6102.2000”;
“6103.2200”;
“6103.3200”;
“6103.4300”;
“6104.2200”;
“6104.3200”;
:”6104.4200”;
“6104.5100”;
“6104.6100”;
“6105.1000”;
“6106.2000”;
“6107.2900”;
“6108.3200”;
“6108.9900”;
“6110.2000”;
“6112.1200”;

“6101.3000”;
“6102.3000”;
“6103.2300”;
‘6103.3900”;
“6103.4900”;
“6104.2300”;
“6104.3300”;
“6104.4300”;
“6104.5200”;
“6104.6200”;
“6105.2000”;
“6106.9000’:
“6107.9100”;
“6108.3900”;
“6110.1190”;
“6110.3000”;
“6112.1900”;
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“6211.4200”; “6211.4300”; “6211.4900”; and substituting the word

“6112.2000”; “6112.3100”; “6112.3900”; “6112.4100”;
“6112.4900”; “6113.0000”; “6114.2000”; “6114.3000”;
“6114.9000”; “6201.1100”; “6201.1200”; “6201.1300”;
“6201.1900”; “6201.9100”; “6201.9200”; “6201’9300”;
“6201.9900”; “6202.1100”; “6202.1200”; “6202.1300”;
“6202.1900”; 6202.9100”; “6202.9200”; “6202.9300”;
“6202.9900”; “6203.1100”; “6203.1200”; “6203.1900”;
“6203.2200”; “6203.2300”; "6203.2900"; “6203.3100”;
“6203.3200”; 6203.3300”; “6203.3900”; “6203.4100”;
“6203.4200”; 6203.4900”; “6204.1100”; “6204.1200”;
“6204.1300”; “6204.1900”; “6204.2100”; “6204.2200”;
“6204.2300”; “6204.2900”; “6204.3100”; “6204.3200”;
“6204.3300”; “6204.3900”; “6204.4100”; “6204.4200”;
“6204.4300"; “6204.4400”; “6204.4900”; “6204.5100”;
“6204.5200”; “6204.5300”; “6204.5900”; “6204.6100”;
“6204.6200”; “6204.6300”; “6204.6900”; “6205.2000”;
“6205.3000”; “6205.9000”; “6206.1000”; “6206.2000”;
“6206.3000”; “6206.4000”; “6206.9000”; “6207.2100”;
“6207.2200”; “6207.2900”; “6208.2100”; “6208.2200”;
“6208.2900”; “6210.1000”; “6210.2000”; “6210.3000”;
“6210.4000”; “6210.5000”; “6211.1100”; “6211.1200”;
“6211.2000”; 6211.3200”; “6211.3300”; “6211.3900”;

"20%";

(g) by deleting the words "35%" appearing in the column “Rates of 
Duty” corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading
“0711.2000”; “0711.4010”; “0711.4090”; “0711.5100”;
“0711.5900”; “0711.9010”; “0711.9020”; “0711.9030”;
“0711.9090”; “0712.2000 “; “0712.3100”; “0712.3200”;
“0712.3300”; “0712.3900”; “0712.9010”; “0712.9090”;
“0714.2090”; “0714.3090”; “0714.4090”; “0714.5090”;
“0714.9090”; “0801.1100”; “0801.2190”; “0801.2290”;
“0801.3190”; “0801.3290”; “0802.1190”; “0802.1290”;
“0802.2190”; “0802.3190”; “0802.3290”; “0802.4190”;
“0802.4290”; “0802.5190”; “0802.5290”; 0802.6190”;
“0802.6290”; “0802.7090”; “0802.5090”; “0802.9090”;
“0803.1049”; “0803.9029”; “0804.1029”; “0804.2029”;
“0804.3029”; “0804.4029”; “0804.5049”; “0804.5069”;
“0805.1029”; “0805.2029”; “0805.2049”; “0805.2099”;
“0805.4029”; “0805.5029”; “0805.5049”; “0805.9029”;
“0806.2090”; “3006.2000”; “3006.3000”; “3006.4000”;
“3006.7000”; “3214.1010”; “8302.1000", "9018.1200”;
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"9018.1300", “9018.1400”; “9018.1900”; “9018.2000”;
“9018.4100”; “9018.4900”; “9018.5000”; “9018.9090”; and 
substituting the word “25%”;

(h) by deleting the words "45%" appearing in the column “Rates of 
Duty” corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading 
“2522.1000”; “2522.2000”; “2522.3000”; “2523.1000”;
“2523.3000”; “2523.9000”; “3304.1000”; 304.2000”; “3304.3000”; 
“3304.9100”; “3304.9990”; “3402.2090”; “3402.9000”;
“3605.0000”; “3808.9400”; “3808.9910”; “3808.9920”;
“3808.9990”; “4203.3000”; “4203.4000”;”4304.0010”;
“4409.1020"; “4409.2120”; “4409.2920”;“6115.2100”;
“6115.2200”; “6115.2900”; “6115.3000”; “6115.9400”;
“6115.9500”; “6115.9600”; “6115.9900”; “6116.1000”;
“6116.9100”; “6116.9200”; “6116.9300”; “6116.9900”;
“6117.1000”; “6117.8000”; “6117.9000”; “6213.2000”;
“6213.9000”; “6214.1000”; “6214.2000”; “6214.3000”;
“6214.4000”; “6214.9000”; “62151000.”; “6215.2000”;
“6215.9000”; “6216.0000”; “6217.1000”; “6217.9000”;
“8418.3090”; “8418.4090”;and substituting the word “35%”;

(i) by deleting the words "45%" appearing in the column “Rates of
Duty” corresponding to the Tariff Code Heading/Subheading
“8201.1000”; “8201.3000”;
“8201.6000”; “8201.9010”;
“8202.1000”; “8202.3100”;
“8202.9100”; “8202.9900”;
“8203.3000”; “8203.4000”;
“8204.2000”; “8205.1000";
“8205.4000”; “8205.5100”;
“8205.7000”; “8205.9000”;
“8207.1900”; “8207.2000”;
“8207.5000”; “8207.6000”;
“8207.9000”; “8208.1000”;
“8208.4000”; “8208.9000”;
“8211.1000”; “8211.9100”;
“8211.9400”; “8211.9500”;
“8212.9000”; “8213.0000”;
“8214.9000”; “8215.1000”;
“8215.9900”:
“25%”;

8419.1100”; “8419.1990”; and

“8201.4000”; “8201.5000”;
“8201.9020”; “8201.9090”;
“8202.3900”; “8202.4000”;
“8203.1000”; “8203.2000”;
“8204.1100”; “8204.1200”;
“8205.2000”; “8205.3000”;
“8205.5900”; “8205.6000”;
“8206.0000”; “8207.1300”;
“8207.3000”; “8207.4000”;
“8207.7000”; “8207.8000”;
“8208.2000”; “8208.3000”;
“8209.0000”; “8210.0000”;
“8211.9200”; “8211.9300”;
“8212.1000”; “8212.2000”;
“8214.1000”; “8214.2000”;
“8215.2000”; “8215.9100”;

substituting the word
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